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{ fileNames.Add(file); } //Iterate
through the files foreach (var

fileName in fileNames) { //Extract
Data in each file } } A: The key part
of your question is how to "extract
the data", but i assume you mean

you want to parse the text for
keywords, or work with different

sections of the same file. If that's the
case, I suggest you read and parse
the file using a lower-level API like

StreamReader to read the file. Each
word or phrase can be read as a
string, and tokens that you care

about can be written to a particular
enumerator. A simple example

would be to use the StringReader
and get each line: foreach (var line
in File.ReadLines(filePath)) { // Read

the lines here } The other more
interesting way, if you need to work
with specific parts of the file, is to
use the FileStream to access the
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data directly. int startIndex = 0; int
endIndex = 0; int count = 0; var text

= File.ReadAllText(path); while
(endIndex
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